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Walkden Moor covered an area from Cleggs Lane, Little Hulton in the west to Bolton Road in the east. The part of the Moor which 
is now covered by the Walkden Town Centre shopping complex was enclosed by the Duke of Bridgewater in 1768. Due to its 
proximity to the underground canal system it became a centre for coal production. The Boatshed Lodge was next to a sloping shaft 
called a 'Day Eye’ that accessed the underground canal system. It became an area where mine boats were repaired. In the 1960s most 
of the mills, shops and terraced houses were demolished and replaced by the Scan supermarket, the Pembroke Halls, the Arndale 
Shopping Centre and more recently, the Walkden Town Centre shopping complex. 

WALKDEN, or WALKDEN MOOR as it was originally called, stands on the South Lancashire 
Coalfield. There are about 20 seams of coal which come close to the surface around the Walkden 
area. These seams descend southwards from the surface on a gradient of 1 in 4 (25%). Prior to the 
1750’s coal had been extracted from the Moor by digging bell pits or ladder pits to bring it to the 
surface. In 1757 Francis Egerton, third Duke of Bridgewater, (left) just aged 21 years old, came to 
Worsley to concentrate on exploiting coal deposits under his Worsley estate. Manchester and 
Salford were developing as an industrial hub and needed coal to fuel its workshops and mills. 
High transport costs, due to the appalling state of the roads, made coal expensive at this time. The 
Duke approved a scheme devised by his land agent, John Gilbert (right), to build a canal starting 
underground to reach the coal, which would continue, on the surface, to Manchester. James 
Brindley was employed to assist in the construction of the Bridgewater Canal. On completion, the 
canal halved the Duke’s coal sale price in Manchester. The Duke, Gilbert and Brindley are 
credited with starting the canal building revolution which helped to fuel the Industrial Revolution 
in Britain. 

Walkden New Mill and Boatshed Lodge c. 
1953 

In 1897 the Worsley workshops that were located on todays 
Worsley Green were relocated to Walkden Yard on Tynesbank, 
which was to the west of the Ellesmere Colliery. It became the 
service centre for local collieries and the Central Workshops for 
the maintenance of the National Coal Board locomotives in the 
North West of England. 

By 1909 there were eight cotton mills within a half-mile radius 
of Walkden town centre. Several mills were centred on the 
Boatshed Lodge as seen in the above view of Walkden from 
1956. 

In 1868 two shafts were sunk to create Ellesmere 
Colliery which was on the south side of High Street. 
When its coal reserves were exhausted, it still pumped 
water into the main canal level directly beneath it to 
prevent flooding to other mines in the area. Up until its 
demolition in 1966 it was used to access the 
underground canal system for weekly maintenance 
inspections of the canal tunnels. The red line identifies the Trail with the Board 

locations identified by their relevant number.  
For further information visit 
www.worsleycivictrust.org 
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John Gilbert 
1724 - 1795  
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Canals, coal seams and fault lines by E. R. Hassall & J. P. Trickett  
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